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About Us
3C Sealants are premium construction products @ trade prices. 

After 40 years of supplying products from the biggest brand names in the
construction trade, we figured we were qualified to make our own high 
quality product range and went about sourcing the very best materials at the 
‘right’ price point to introduce to the market.

Through many years of experience in the sealing, bonding, waterproofing and
concrete & wood repair industries, we know that trades people work to tight
budgets with consumable materials and the slightest fluctuation in price 
causes issues.

We keep our prices extremely competitive, with rewarding quantity breaks, 
whilst keeping a focus on a high level of quality to ensure the entire 3C 
Sealants range can be classed as premium products designed for all-round 
use from DIY right up to professional trade. Further price breaks when 
purchasing bulk or large quantities for one-off jobs as call-offs etc. will 
always be considered, just ask.

An own label range was an exciting venture for us to take on and over 
the past 5 years, since the first product was introduced, 3C Sealants have 
evolved into a solid selection for a variety of tasks, from sanitary and 
expansion joint sealing, to timber repair, glazing refurbishment and power 
bonding.

Having control of the brand, we’re extra vigilant regarding quality control and 
also ensure that high stocks are maintained, whilst continuing to provide a 
high standard of service in a helpful and professional manner.

All of our products are certified to industry standards and carry EAN 
barcodes and/ or CA markings (where necessary) for transparency and 
authenticity. 

We started 3C Sealants with the ethos to evolve at just the right pace so as 
to build trust and maintain a high level of quality and service, with attention 
to detail being paramount to our operation, we’ve always strived to go the 
extra mile when it comes to customer service and provide useful, technical 
information, advice and recommendations with the entire 3C Sealants range 
of products.

CALL THE SALES OFFICE
Got a question about any of the 3C Sealants products or just simply
prefer to speak to a real person? No problem, the County
Construction Chemicals Ltd. technical sales team are available to
answer your calls 8:30am - 5:00pm every Monday - Friday.

ORDER ONLINE
The easiest and most convenient way to order 3C Sealants products is
via our online E-Shop www.sealantsonline.co.uk. The range is available 
at the touch of a button to collect from our stores or have delivered to 
anywhere in the UK, C.I. , R.O.I. or N.I. with fast despatch.

VISIT THE SHOWROOM
If you’d prefer to browse and purchase some 3C sealants,
adhesives, wood repair or any other products in person, our bright and 
colourful showroom is home to the full range in Chingford and you’ll 
get a free tea, coffee or hot chocolate and a chat for your trouble!.
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COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

CLEAR 20 CCC0121

MANHATTAN 20 CCC0123

MEDIUM GREY 20 CCC0122

WHITE 20 CCC0120

HM SEALANT

Premium quality - For all internal applications

Great adhesion - Seals many non-porous substrates

Long-lasting fungicide - Excellent resistance to mould growth

Fantastic value - Great price breaks for quantities

Professional applicators insist on very high quality materials when it comes to using silicone 
sealants internally and rightly so. That’s why the difference in application and the longevity is 
night and day between 3C HM and inferior, generic DIY type high modulus silicones.

Lack of adhesion is a very common problem with high modulus silicone sealants. Often the cured 
seal will debond from one or both of the substrates or not stick to one or either upon application. 
3C HM sealant adheres very well to most internal sealing tasks.

When it comes to areas of consistent or intermittent high humidity, such as bathrooms, shower 
rooms, kitchens or out buildings like conservatories and sheds, anti-mould additives are their 
most important feature! 3C HM has a perfect fungicide formula to help combat this problem.

Although we originally created 3C HM specifically with the trade professional mastic sealant 
applicators in mind, the product itself is also very DIY user friendly and the price breaks show 
this. Quite simply, it’s great value by the tube but outstanding value by the box.

£



LOW MOD SILICONE

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

TRANSLUCENT 24 CCC0135

Premium quality - Made for professional trade use

Neutral curing - Solvent-free alkoxy silicone

Excellent weathering - Perfect for external applications

Translucent colour - Designed to cover irregularities

Low mod sealants are bread & butter to professional mastic sealant applicators and have been for 
decades, it’s a very competitive market and we understood that we had to keep the costs down 
but the material had to be good. We worked hard and made 3C LOW MOD SILICONE great!

Products produced with Alkoxy technology form a skin slightly slower (15 – 20 minutes on 
average) allowing the user to tool the silicone into the joints, before a skin begins to form, thus 
giving the applicator adequate time to seal longer runs prior to tooling.

3C LOW MOD SILICONE is designed specifically for professionals to perform particularly 
well with regards to application (gunning) characteristics with perfect adhesion to all common 
construction substrates. The fully cured durability to external elements is absolutely outstanding!

Only available in translucent (a cloudy clear) 3C LOW MOD SILICONE is suitable for most 
common substrates in external construction and is particularly suited to applications where a 
discreet weatherproof bead is required to cover a joint without trying to match colours.
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LMT SILICONE

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

ANTHRACITE 24 CCC0139

BLACK 24 CCC0142

BRICK RED 24 CCC0141

BUFF 24 CCC0137

DARK ANTHRACITE 24 CCC0138

MID GREY 24 CCC0147

PORTLAND 24 CCC0148

WHITE 24 CCC0143

Premium quality - Made for professional trade use

Neutral curing - Solvent-free alkoxy silicone

Excellent weathering - Perfect for external applications

Great colour range - Designed to suit exterior construction

Low mod sealants are bread & butter to professional mastic sealant applicators and have been for 
decades, it’s a very competitive market and we understood that we had to keep the costs down 
but the material had to be good. We worked hard and made 3C LMT SILICONE great!

Products produced with Alkoxy technology form a skin slightly slower (15 – 20 minutes on 
average) allowing the user to tool the silicone into the joints, before a skin begins to form, thus 
giving the applicator adequate time to seal longer runs prior to tooling.

3C LMT SILICONE is designed specifically for professionals to perform particularly well with 
regards to application (gunning) characteristics with perfect adhesion to all common construction 
substrates. The fully cured durability to external elements is absolutely outstanding!

The ever-growing range of colours available in 3C LMT SILICONE is based on the marketplace 
demand for the most common design substrates and obviously the mainstays. We’re constantly 
alert to the changing trends in the external construction industry and evolve accordingly.

6



GP SILICONE

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

CLEAR 25 CCC0150

MOON WHITE 25 CCC0149

WHITE 25 CCC0151

Great value - Very competitively priced

Fantastically elastic - Over 90% recovery

Anti-mould - Fungicide added for sanitary use

Long-lasting - Good resistance to ageing conditions

Designed with value in mind, to fit into the market as an all-round, general purpose sealant, 
3C GP Silicone is a great quality, bang for your buck product when used as either (or both) an 
internal sanitary sealant and an external sealant for light work such as gap filling and air sealing.

If you’re not interested in the science, in layman’s terms, high elasticity is great for sealants. If 
you are then 3C GP has a fantastic recovery rate of over 90% (as per ISO 7389) is tested to an 
elongated breaking point of 130% (as per ISO 8339) yet still has a cured shore hardness of 14%.

3C GP has a professional grade fungicide added which compliments good adhesion to most 
internal surfaces such as ceramic, UPVC, tiles, enamel, glazing products and more. It’s perfect for 
use in all types of sanitary applications such as bathrooms, showers, wet rooms & kitchens etc.

With a long general purpose working life, 3C GP is equipped with a fungicide additive meaning 
that it copes well with internal applications such as heat and cold but also does a decent job 
externally as a gap filler/joint sealant that comes up against UV and other weather extremities.

£
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POLYMER SEALANT

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

BLACK 24 CCC0163

GREY 24 CCC0164

WHITE 24 CCC0165

Premium quality - Professional construction sealing

Polysulphide alternative - Replaces old technology

Internal & external - Performs well inside & outside

Perfectly overpaintable - Accepts various paints & stains

Considered as, but not exclusively, a professional construction sealant, 3C Polymer Sealant 
exhibits superb adhesion for all types of connecting joints such as facades & frames etc. where 
different products are used together both inside & outside of buildings.

Hybrid polymer products have a far superior environmental & health profile compared to the 
old chemistry of polysulphide sealants that are slower-curing and contain solvents. The modern 
chemistry used for 3C Polymer Sealant provides an all-round better performance and longevity.

As well as being a good choice for internal joint sealing, 3C Polymer Sealant is weather & UV 
resistant, sticks very well to nearly all substrates (even when the surface(s) are damp) and has 
fantastic movement so it won’t shrink or crack under intense movement when fully cured.

Providing the user with more versatility when cured, either immediately or in the future, 3C 
Polymer Sealant accepts many types of coatings from all popular water-based paints to wood 
stains and more on top of various substrates such as wood, uPVC, composite, metal and brick.

8
8



PAINTABLE

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 20 CCC0140

Silicone-like performance - 18% movement flexibility

Fast drying - Overpaintable in one hour

Increased longevity - No shrinking or cracking

Suitable for external use* - Great UV resistance

3C Paintable has a unique formula that makes it almost the same as silicone to gun out and tool 
off etc. When fully cured, it has a whopping 18% movement accommodation, compared to most 
standard, generic caulks of 5-8% even beating the better performing caulks of 9-15%.

3C Paintable is known as a ‘gun & run’ product to trades persons such as painters & decorators 
who far prefer to apply the product, tool it off to a neat finish straight after and then leave it 
ready to paint after a cuppa! Due to the formulation, no sanding or shaping is required.

Nearly all caulks are acrylic, water-based products and it’s a fact that when the water disperses 
during the curing process, just the remaining acrylic is left leaving decreased overall volume and 
much shrinkage. This makes most products unsuitable for medium to large joints & gaps.

Although 3C Paintable is first and foremost an interior sealant, it also exhibits decent durability 
in exterior areas where it’s exposed to the elements *as long as a minimum time of 30 minutes 
without rain or any other water comes into contact with the seal after application.

9
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Adhesives
3C Max-Bond 11
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3C Multi-Use
3C Multi-Use Crystal Clear
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MAX-BOND

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

BLACK 25 CCC0130

High tack - Good initial bond strength

60 shore hardness - Rock solid yet flexible

Unbeatable bond - Powerful final tensile strength

Damp tolerant - Can be used on damp surfaces

3C Max-Bond has a high initial bond strength to grip the surfaces and hold the item(s) in place so 
that the curing can begin for when you need a glue that grips or grabs the surface, whether it be 
bonding 2 x objects together or something onto another surface already in-situ.

Where the adhesive used will be showing, such as a profile sandwich or the outside edge of a 
joint, a rigid, non-pick final cure is often required. With a shore hardness of over 60 yet remaining 
permanently flexible, 3C Max-Bond can also be thought of as a non-pick sealant adhesive.

Although there’s lots of adhesives available in cartridges these days, very few offer such a 
phenomenal final cure as 3C Max-Bond. We wanted to create something that goes beyond the 
usual adhesion strength and we believe we’ve achieved the maximum power possible in a 1-part.

Ideally, as with most external construction projects, remedial or decorative work, when using 
products that cure, it’s desirable for the surface to be bone dry that’s going to be bonded but of 
course, this isn’t always possible. 3C Max-Bond tolerates moist surfaces well.

11



MULTI-USE

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

ANTHRACITE 7016 25 CCC0052

WHITE 9010 25 CCC0051

Use as an adhesive - Bonds various materials

Use as a sealant - Seal gaps and joins

Anti-mould - Fungicide added for sanitary use

Damp tolerant - Can be used on damp surfaces

3C Multi-Use is a great all-round adhesive with decent grab properties and is quite forgiving of 
slightly damp conditions. It can be used to stick onto (or bond together) aluminium, galvanized 
and stainless steel, zinc, copper, natural stone, wood, glass, brickwork, concrete and more.

Whether using internally or externally, 3C Multi-Use is formulated using the latest technology 
hybrid polymer that ensures it guns out smoothly with minimal effort and cures well to create a 
perfect, flexible dust and weatherseal between most substrates used in construction.

Unlike most like for like products in the all-in-one adhesive & sealant market, 3C Multi-Use 
contains an anti-mould fungicide additive to allow it to be used for sealing & bonding in areas 
with high humidity or prone to excess moisture such as bathrooms, wetrooms & kitchens etc.

Ideally, as with most external construction projects, remedial or decorative work, when using 
products that cure, it’s desirable for the surface to be bone dry that’s going to be bonded or 
sealed but of course, this isn’t always possible. 3C Multi-Use tolerates moist surfaces well.

12



MULTI-USE CRYSTAL CLEAR

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

CRYSTAL CLEAR 25 CCC0161

Use as an adhesive - Bonds various materials

Use as a transparent sealant - Seal gaps and joins

Invisible sealing & bonding - When transparency is required

Damp tolerant - Can be used on damp surfaces

3C Multi-Use Crystal Clear is a great all-round adhesive with decent grab properties and is quite 
forgiving of slightly damp conditions. It can be used to stick onto (or bond together) aluminium, 
galvanized and stainless steel, zinc, copper, natural stone, wood, glass, brickwork and more.

Whether using internally or externally, 3C Multi-Use Crystal Clear seals connections to create 
a perfect, flexible dust and weatherseal between most substrates used in construction and 
decorating allowing the design and/or colour of the substrates below to still show through.

Often in design and build, joints and butts are placed at an area where the aesthetics call for 
fixings or connections to be invisible to the eye. For example, 3C Multi-Use Crystal Clear can be 
used unseen to bond items such as trims and handles to glass doors & windows etc.

When using products that cure in most external construction projects, remedial or decorative 
work, it’s desirable for the surface to be bone dry that’s going to be bonded or sealed but of 
course, this isn’t always possible. 3C Multi-Use Crystal Clear tolerates moist surfaces well.

13



Fillers & Putties
3C Decor Caulk 15
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3C Quick Fill
3C Glazing Putty
3C Paintable Glazing Putty
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DECOR CAULK

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 25 CCC0145

Well priced - Honest & reliable acrylic caulk

7.5% movement - Remains partially elastic

Age resistance - Great lifespan when fully cured

Versatile use - Useable on many different surfaces

We’re not re-inventing the wheel, there’s lots of acrylic caulks out there that ‘do a job’ but as with 
any bread & butter type product, there are certain ways of cheapening material with fillers or even 
more water that obviously affects overall performance, 3C Decor Caulk is NOT one of those!

As previously stated, there are higher quality caulking products with greater movement on the 
market (such as our Paintable) but often a lower movement can be beneficial (or at least suffice) 
in certain gaps and cracks. We find that 3C Decor Caulk has a very decent amount of give!

When it comes to water-based acrylic products, the big problem is shrinkage and cracking over 
time when cured, especially frustrating when the paint over job is affected causing a cosmetic 
failure! 3C Decor Caulk is proven to perform well over longer periods of time than others.

With a good body to the wet material when applied, 3C Decor Caulk adheres well to most 
common substrates used in internal design and construction applications such as wood, metal, 
plastic and concrete etc. It sands back (or down) very nicely and takes most coatings & paints.

£

15



QUICK FILL

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 12 CCC0152

Great price - Generous quantity per tube

Multiple applications - Use on various substrates

Fast drying - Paintable in 1-2 hours

Virtually shrink-free - Useable on many different surfaces

When purchasing an interior filler for prepping surfaces prior to painting (or as 
a neat white finish) whether it’s for professional painting & decorating or DIY 
home use, cost is a crucial factor for the buyer. 3C Quick Fill ticks that box with 
a decent 300g fill @ a competitive rate.

Instead of using several individual products for different surfaces, 3C Quick Fill 
works perfectly well as a universal, interior filler with fantastic adhesion to most 
materials used in building such as: concrete, plaster, plasterboard, wood, plastic, 
UPVC, stone and metal.

Although officially noted as a 1-2 x hour(s) drying time, 3C Quick Fill can often 
accept a coating after a very short while (dependant on the temperature and 
humidity in the room at the time) with little or no preparation required (such as 
sanding etc.) Always test a very small area first!

Many 1-part fillers that offer fast drying times come at a cost of exhibiting quite 
extreme shrinkage as the water evaporates. 3C Quick Fill is designed to be a 
high quality rapid 1K filler based on acrylic dispersion with practically no loss of 
material in the gap, crack or scuff.

£
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GLAZING PUTTY

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 25 CCC0100

Putty replacement - Instead of traditional methods

All weather - resistant to extremities

Permanently flexible - Won’t crack or shrink

Easy tooling & finishing - Great workability

Traditionally, putties have been used when bedding window and/or doors into frames and so too 
for the proceeding backfilling or fillet jointing from glazing to frame. 3C Glazing Putty makes this 
an easy process simply applying with a gun straight into the joint or gap and tooling to a finish.

With a temperature tolerance of -40°C - +120°C 3C Glazing Putty is robust and resilient to many 
weathering extremes such as frost, driving rain and high UV making it an ideal choice to use for 
both bedding and sealing of either (or both) sides of window and door frames alike.

Although 3C Glazing Putty cures to a solid 41 shore hardness, it also remains just flexible enough 
to cope with the inevitable movement of various substrates with a deformation capability of 7.5% 
but less than 3% shrinkage. This means it has more resistance to shrinking and cracking.

With a mastic joint sealant like consistency, 3C Glazing Putty extrudes (guns out) very smoothly 
and exhibits great toolability to smooth and shape to a finish on joints with a skinning over time 
of around 14 minutes and a full cure of approx. 1 day: 3mm & 4 days: 6mm.

17



PAINTABLE GLAZING PUTTY

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 25 CCC0101

Install or replace - Finish to your choice

All weather - Resistant to extremities

Solid yet flexible - Won’t shrink or crack

Ideal to cover over - Takes almost all paints & coatings

Traditionally, putties have been used when bedding window and/or doors into frames and so too 
for the following backfilling or fillet jointing from glazing to frame. 3C Paintable Glazing Putty is 
simply applied with a gun straight into the joint or gap and with a view to over painting.

Being an MS Hybrid Polymer, 3C Paintable Glazing Putty exhibits a large temperature tolerance 
and is very tolerant to damp surfaces upon application! making it robust and resilient enough to 
use on either (or both) sides of window and door frames alike.

3C Paintable Glazing Putty cures to a solid 41 shore hardness, but also remains just flexible 
enough to cope with the inevitable movement of various substrates with a deformation capability 
of 7.5% but less than 3% shrinkage. This leaves a perfect base for over coating with a finish.

Unlike all mastic joint sealants that contain silicone, 3C Paintable Glazing Putty is MS Polymer 
based, meaning that the cured product naturally takes coatings & paints very well giving many 
different options for creating the ideal finish on wood, natural stone, UPVC, metal & more.

18



Wood Repair
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3C 2-Part Wood Repair
3C Wood Repair Primer
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2 IN 1 WOOD REPAIR

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

BEIGE 12 CCC0083

Quick & easy use - One-step direct application

Double sectioned - Single cartridge design

Durable elasticity - Extremely tough final cure

Ready in 8 hours - Sanding, drilling, planing & coating

From small repairs right up to large vertical repairs of up to 150mm and with a capable depth of 
5mm right up to 65mm, 3C Wood Repair 2 in 1 can be applied in a single application making it a 
very useful, effective product for anyone from home DIY users to trade professionals.

With similar epoxy resin products on the market, it’s a known fact that a huge percentage of 
failures are due to incorrect mixing of the material prior to application. This is mainly due to 
differing ratios of parts 1 & 2. 3C Wood Repair 2 in 1 is more accurate from a single cartridge.

It might sound like a contradiction in terms but explained simply, 3C 2 in 1 Wood Repair is 
formulated to be the absolute perfect mix (when cured) of super sturdy yet remains elastic 
enough to allow movement removing the risk of perishing by shrinking, splintering or cracking.

As with all resin-based systems there’s a timescale for a full cure for which cost and final strength 
are relevant. With our 3C 2 in 1 Wood Repair we’ve gone for a sensible 8 hour cure system, after 
which, a complete shape and finish to the substrate is possible.

20



2-PART WOOD REPAIR

Professional 2-part epoxy resin - Medium to large repairs

Equally filled cartridges - Straightforward 1-1 ratio

Durable elasticity - Extremely tough final cure

Ready in 8 hours - Sanding, drilling, planing & coating

With many DIY or ‘light repair’ products available targeted at trades persons and home users for 
simple snagging etc. 3C Wood Repair fills the gap in the market for a wood repair resin for those 
who require a high quality resin repair system that is substantial enough for larger repairs.

With similar epoxy resin products on the market, it’s a known fact that a huge percentage of 
failures are due to incorrect mixing of the material prior to application. This is mainly due to 
differing ratios of parts 1 & 2. Simply applied as a 1-1 mix, 3C Wood Repair is more accurate.

It might sound like a contradiction in terms but explained simply, 3C Wood Repair is formulated 
to be the absolute perfect mix (when cured) of super sturdy yet remains elastic enough to allow 
movement removing the risk of perishing by shrinking, splintering or cracking.

As with all resin-based systems there’s a timescale for a full cure for which cost and final strength 
are relevant. With our Wood Repair we’ve gone for a sensible 8 hour cure system, after which, a 
complete shape and finish to the substrate is possible.

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

BEIGE 12 CCC0081

21



WOOD REPAIR PRIMER

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

BLUE/BEIGE 12 CCC0080

Useful addition - Pre treatment for timber

Easy mixing - Exact 1-1 pour ratio

Easy application - Brush directly onto surface

Deep penetration - Firms up porous substrates

Although considered an additional expense to the actual repair resin product, 3C Wood Repair 
Primer can save considerable time and effort by stabilising and preparing the surface for the 
application of 3C Wood Repair. Some trades persons swear by it and will use it without question.

Bottled into 2 x equal 100ml bottles, 3C Wood Repair Primer is manufactured in such a way that 
the base (Part A) and the catalyst (Part B) can be poured in the exact same amounts removing 
any margin for error in the process. It’s poured, stirred to a finish, ready for immediate application.

As mentioned above, the easy to follow 1-1 ratio of 3C Wood Repair Primer alleviates errors in 
mixing, allowing for immediate stirring followed by simple ‘brush-on’ application straight onto the 
surface. Once applied, the coating will be ready to receive the repair resin after just 20 minutes.

Different types of timber have various forms, levels of porosity and textures, 3C Wood Repair 
Primer is formulated to work well with all the variables to cover, coat and dry deep into the 
surface to leave a sound base ready to take the mixed paste of the 3C Wood Repair Resin.
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Fire Protection
3C Intumescent Acoustic 24

253C Firestop Silicone
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INTUMESCENT ACOUSTIC

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

GREY 25 CCC0002

WHITE 25 CCC0001

Fire rated - Conforms to BS EN 1366-4:2006

Excellent acoustic properties - Sound deadening

Fantastic value - Premium quality

Overpaintable - Skins over quickly

Giving a firm yet flexible seal to a variety of joints in fire rated building structures, 3C Intumescent 
Acoustic Sealant is a 1-part, emulsion acrylic based sealant that swells more than 3 x its original size, 
when exposed to heat, creating a char that will resist the passage of fire for up to 5 hours.

Tested and certified for excellent acoustic properties for sound deadening, 3C Intumescent 
Acoustic has an average noise reduction of 25.2db (100-3150Hz) according to acoustic rating: 
BS EN ISO 140/3:2005. Perfect for stifling sound through gaps and connections etc.

Being a premium quality product at such great price breaks, customers often buy 3C Intumescent 
Acoustic as a cost-effective sealant for many internal connection joints and other areas where a 
filler or caulk is normally used but neither a fire rating or acoustic properties are required.

As an acrylic-based material, 3C Intumescent Acoustic cures to a dry, tack-free surface perfect 
for taking a coating such as varnish or paint. Whilst the product stays partially flexible ‘always’ to 
allow for movement, when applied, the sealant skins over in approximately 15 minutes.

£
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FIRESTOP SILICONE

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 12 CCC0030

Neutral curing - Elastic silicone sealant

Fire retardant - Conforms to EN1366-4:2010

Air permeable - Conforms to EN13141-1

Fire rating - Up to 4 hours (in certain joint configurations)

A professional quality, neutral cure, elastic, fire-stopping, acoustic rated silicone sealant. With a 
permanently flexible 25% movement and fantastic toolability, 3C Firestop Silicone is an industry 
standard product with much sought after credentials.

To help stop a fire spreading, a specialist fire retardant seal is required around the perimeter 
of internal and/or external frames and connecting joints. 3C Firestop Silicone is tested to an 
industry standard listed as: Fire resistance tests for service installations - Linear joint seals

For various reasons, it’s vital for all building structures to breathe. Air permeability can be 
achieved and tested to satisfy an industry standard. 3C Firestop Silicone is certified as: 
Ventilation for buildings. Performance testing of components/products for residential ventilation.

As mentioned above, a fire retardant can stop the spread of flames by slowing down the flame. 
In the fire protection industry, this is classed by giving the products a fire rating in timescales. 3C 
Firestop Silicone has been tested to a maximum 4 hour rating if applied correctly.

25



Tools & Equipment
3C Wipes 27
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3C Tooling Sticks
3C Skeleton Gun
3C Professional Gun
3C 2-Part Resin Gun
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WIPES

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WHITE 12 CCC0075

Perfect for professionals - Handy for home use

Remove the old - Tidy up the new

Wipe away grease - Wipe away oil

Superb tool cleaner - Safe skin cleaner

We’re often asked if our wipes are for professional or just DIY use. 3C Wipes were designed 
in such a way that they’re effective for most heavy duty jobs such as cleaning wet or paste 
materials from surfaces & tools, but also cost-effective and useful for tasks around the house.

3C Wipes work very well to both remove old residue, dirt, dust and muck etc. from a gap, joint or 
surface in preparation to seal or bond and also works equally as well to clean up any accidental 
excess liquid or paste materials from tools and surfaces such as silicone off windows.

When applying new materials that rely on adhesion, such as mastic joint sealants, adhesives or 
tapes, it’s vital that a clean, sound surface is prepared to allow for a reaction to occur. Substrates’ 
natural oils as well as common grease etc are quickly and easily removed with 3C Wipes.

We use just enough chemicals in 3C Wipes to make them tough enough to remove common 
stains, residue, dirt & muck etc. from most hand tools but not so much that they’ll react with skin 
or cause inhalation issues. However, please check the MSDS if you have any allergies etc.
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TOOLING STICKS

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

WOOD 1 CCC0153

Old Skool - Tried & tested

Unique design - Shaped for comfort

Pre-cut - Ready to use widths

Long-lasting - Sturdy construction

The same design that’s been used for decades the world over in many industries for the same 
simple reason! 3C Wooden Wave Tooling Sticks are for shaping & tooling mastic joint sealants to 
a neat & sound finish after application in-situ, in the joint (utilising a lubrication of some kind).

Easy to hold and straight-forward to use, all 4 of the 3C Wooden Wave Tooling sticks are 
precisely cut to the exact same length of 240mm with chunky depth of 28mm to fit into the palm 
of your hand for a secure and firm grip whilst smoothing.

Joint widths vary from application to application such as small joints in the connection from a 
sink basin to a splash back versus a larger expansion joint between 2 x panels of brickwork. The 
3C Wooden Wave Tooling Sticks are cut to widths of: 7mm, 10mm, 12mm and 15mm.

Fabricated from high quality beech wood, the 3C Wooden Wave Tooling Sticks are built to last 
with a little attention & care (such as properly wiping the product tooled from the stick directly 
after use) they’ll take quite a beating in your tool bag and don’t mind getting wet!
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SKELETON GUN

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

RED 12 CCC0166

Robust construction - Designed & built to last

Good value - Competitively priced

Versatile applicator - Use for various sized cartridges

Long history - Tried & tested over decades

With hardly any adjustments to the original design, this humble skeleton gun has remained a 
mainstay in the trade for decades. The 3C Cox Skeleton Gun is still the same go to choice of 
applicator tool (especially for internal mastic joint sealant application) but in 3C red.

Sitting in the slightly higher end of the basic skeleton gun market, one must consider that, 
compared to any generic, cheap and cheerful mastic caulking guns commonly found in the DIY 
stores, the 3C Cox Skeleton Gun will outlast all of these often mostly plastic applicator guns.

The 3C Cox Skeleton gun is a medium duty tool for most mastic sealant consistencies from low 
to high viscosity. Suitable for cartridges from 290ml - 400ml (150ml co-axial carts also possible) 
and features a solid thrust trigger action of approx. 21 x pulls full plunge.

When it comes to hand tools, the old adage, ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it’ rings true for many trades 
and that’s why we didn’t try to re-invent the wheel with the 3C Cox Skeleton Gun, instead opting 
for a customised version of the old faithful PC Cox Skeleton Gun, used for over 30 years!

£
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PROFESSIONAL GUN

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

RED 12 CCC0162

Robust construction - Designed & built to last

Good value - Competitively priced

Versatile applicator - Use for various sized cartridges

Long history - Tried & tested over decades

Literally labelled a ‘professional gun’ to suggest use by a trades person, the 3C Cox Pro Gun is 
long thought of as the number one choice of skeleton gun (especially for external mastic joint 
sealant application), the legendary but humble Cox pro gun gets a nice 3C red facelift.

Sitting in the higher end of the Skeleton gun market, one must consider that, compared to any 
generic, cheap and cheerful mastic caulking guns commonly found in the DIY stores, the 3C Cox 
Pro Gun will last the lifetime of several of these often mostly plastic applicator guns.

Robust and reliable, the 3C Cox Pro gun is heavy duty enough for almost all mastic sealant 
consistencies from low to high viscosity. Suitable for cartridges from 290ml - 400ml (150ml co-
axial carts also possible) and features a high thrust trigger action (approx. 31 x pulls full plunge)

When it comes to hand tools, the old adage, ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it’ rings true for many trades 
and that’s why we didn’t try to re-invent the wheel with the 3C Cox Pro Gun, instead opting for a 
customised version of the old faithful PC Cox Professional Gun, used for over 30 years!

£
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2-PART RESIN GUN

COLOUR BOX QUANTITY STOCK CODE

BLACK 1 CCC0099

Great value - Competitively priced tool

Robust construction - Designed & built to last

Lightweight design - Easy to hold & use

Easy maintenance - Long-lasting with minimal care

As we like to be transparent with all things we supply, we admit that the 3C Wood Repair Resin 
Gun is a non-essential tool yet must be considered a cost-effective method of applying a 2-part 
product all in one go (with the perfect amount extruded) that makes life much easier for the user!

To make life easier when applying our fantastic 3C 2-Part Wood Repair material, we supply the 
super strong, dual dosing 3C Wood Repair Resin Gun, with a especially powerful transmission 
making it ideal for applying the exact 1-1 ratio dosage of the epoxy filler components A & B.

When working for extended periods, a hand tool needs to be weight appropriate, the 3C Wood 
Repair Resin Gun is especially designed & tested to be in the sweet spot between trade standard 
solid and not over-engineered so that it’s impossible to hold any length of time.

With stand out fixings, easily identified for loosening and/or tightening specific mechanical parts, 
the 3C Wood Repair Resin Gun requires just a little care and maintenance to keep it running 
efficiently and ensures a long lifespan to give reliability and provide great value.

£
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Our Brand Ambassador
We’re pleased to say that we have our very own ambassador for the 3C Sealants range, Mr. Craig Phillips. Before 
winning the first series of Big Brother in 2000, Craig ran a successful building company, working on everything from 
kitchens to complete home renovations. Now he’s one of the UK’s most recognisable and trusted faces in DIY and home 
improvements, amassing many hours of TV time with various programmes and features. Craig has incredible knowledge 
of all things ‘do it yourself’ alongside his professional construction experience and more recently integrated his wife 
Laura into the mix. Herself no stranger to hand tools with a strong eye for interior design and heaps of enthusiasm, Laura 
still manages to teach Craig a thing or two in their purpose-built workshop! Now collectively known as Mr & Mrs. DIY 
the dynamic duo have even planned and built their own dream house where they now live with their children. Look out 
for Craig’s Youtube & other social media videos where he’ll be using various 3C Sealants products from the range in his 
various projects including reviews and top tips on subjects such as sealing, bonding and wood repair.

Head over to our YouTube channel, 
3C Sealants, where you can find 
some hands on demonstrations and 
reviews of our products by the 
Mr & Mrs DIY team.
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Our E-Shop
Sealants Online is our E-Shop and window to the outside world. From DIY users wishing to make repairs and freshen up 
their internals and externals at home, to main contractors and architects specifying large quantities for grand projects, we 
have you covered.  

As well as selling the full selection of sealants, adhesives, wood repair materials and more in the 3C Sealants product 
range, we also stock a huge range of the very latest technology in sealing, bonding, waterproofing and concrete/wood 
repair technology solutions from the world’s leading manufacturers.

If you’re looking to match a silicone or other mastic product to your substrate, we’re proud to stock, what we can officially 
say is, the largest selection of coloured mastic joint sealants in the UK! If by some chance we don’t have the colour you 
require, we can arrange to have it made for you.

So for your all your sealants, adhesives, specialist build & repair, waterproofing materials, foams, fillers, fire protection, 
wood care & repair, stone care, block paving & patio sealers, primers, cleaners, safety equipment, mastic guns, tools and 
accessories, visit www.sealantsonline.co.uk – we’ve got you well covered!
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Contact Us
Not sure what to buy? Need to know something technical, unique or bespoke? Need to 
contact 3C Sealants for any reason at all? We’re happy to help with your questions, enquiries 
and queries. 

Contact us by phone or Email or visit us in person and we’ll help you as much as we possibly 
can!

Call Us
020 8524 1931

Website
www.3c-sealants.co.uk

Email Us
info@3c-sealants.co.uk

Visit Us
Unit 4 Chingford Ind Centre, 

Hall Lane, London, E4 8DJ
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Get in touch with 3C Sealants

A Brand From County Construction Chemicals Ltd.

 Phone:   020 8524 1931
 E-Mail:  info@3c-sealants.co.uk
 Website:  www.3c-sealants.co.uk
 E-Shop:   www.sealantsonline.co.uk

Opening Hours:

 Trade Counter:  Mon-Fri 6am to 5pm
 Office:   Mon-Fri 8:30am to 5pm

County Construction Chemicals Ltd. 3C Sealants® 
 Unit 4 Chingford Industrial Centre
 Hall Lane, London, E4 8DJ

Copyright 3C Sealants® 2022. Registered Trademark of County Construction Chemicals Ltd. All Rights Reserved


